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|  457ORGANIZATION & STORAGE
AKROBIN® WIDTH DIVIDERS
Dividers create additional space in any existing AkroBin system. Black. 6/Pkg.

Part No Description
41230AM AkroBin Width Dividers (For 30230)
41250AM AkroBin Width Dividers (For 30250)
41270AM AkroBin Width Dividers (For 30270)

AKROBIN® LIDS
Lids keep bin contents dust-free and protected. Plus their one-piece 
design quickly snaps into AkroBin molded-in holes for easy assembly. 
And they'll stack with lids in place. Clear. 
Part No Description
30211CRYAM AkroBin Lids (For 30210), 24/Pkg
30221CRYAM AkroBin Lids (For 30220), 24/Pkg
30225CRYAM AkroBin Lids (For 30224), 12/Pkg
30231CRYAM AkroBin Lids (For 30230), 12/Pkg
30233CRYAM AkroBin Lids (For 30232), 8/Pkg
30236CRYAM AkroBin Lids (For 30235), 6/Pkg
30243CRYAM AkroBin Lids (For 30242), 8/Pkg
30321CRYAM AkroBin Lids (For 30320), 4/Pkg

41230AM

5S LEAN INCREASE EFFICIENCY AND ORGANIZATION

By using these 5 steps you can quickly reduce inventory cost, improve safety, develop control through 
visual cues and improve inventory levels.

Step What to do How to do it

Sort
Sort it out! The first step is to organize the work areas, 
leaving only those tools and materials necessary to 
perform daily activities. Identify items that are not 
necessary or used frequently.

Use carts and dollies to temporarily hold and transport 
red-tagged items for removal.

Set

Frequently used work station materials and tools should 
be arranged so that all needed items are easy to get to and 
accessible for anyone to find. Work areas should be set up 
in an organized way that makes the most efficient uses of 
shelving racks, counter areas, and floor space.

AkroBin®, Shelf, and InSight® bins let you store items 
close to each other. Louvered hanging systems create 
vertical storage and help to make the most of an area, 
while wire and steel shelving systems create customized 
storage systems to fit any workspace.

Shine

Prevent dirt from accumulating, and develop a cleaning 
maintenance schedule to help protect parts and 
equipment from dirt, dust, and debris. In order to protect 
and prevent issues, keep check on the condition of 
equipment, and store materials securely with lids.

Easy-to-clean totes and attached lid containers nest when 
empty for efficient organization and storage. Akro-Grids 
have divider options to create individual compartments for 
parts plus optional lids. Many Akro-Mils plastic products 
are resistant to oils, chemicals, and weak acids.

Standardize

Benchmarking and evaluation tactics should be utilized  
to maintain a consistent approach for carrying out 
tasks and procedures. Now that you have created an 
organizational system, develop procedures to keep your  
5S method in operation.

Indicator® bins simplify visual recognition when supplies 
need to be replenished never run out again! Super-size 
AkroBins securely stack atop each other, ensuring items 
stay in their proper places. By standardizing operator work 
stations, non-value-added tasks are removed or corrected, 
which reduces downtime and increases output  
and efficiency.

Sustain
A disciplined and committed workflow process empowers 
workers to improve and maintain the workplace. When 
employees take pride in their work, it leads to greater job 
satisfaction and higher productivity.

Reinforcing and evaluating best practices will keep waste 
out of the process and provide a solid foundation from 
which to build improvements in the future. Plastic and 
steel material handling products promote effective storage, 
organization, and transport systems to boost efficiency 
and reduce costs in any work environment.

Akro-Mils. 5S Lean. https://www.akro-mils.com/getattachment/ba325e14-c339-4ced-83ee-82fe4b1e8fb9/5S_Lean_Brochure. 2015. 
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